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The present research work aims to compare the homology model and recent X-ray crystal structure of dopamine
D2 receptor (PDB Code: 6CM4) as well as to validate the virtual screening protocol for antagonist compounds. The
comparison involved the sequence similarity and the capability of both proteins to produce similar risperidone binding
pose with co-crystal structure based on ChemPLP score and Tanimoto Coefficient score generated by PLANTS and
Pyplif. Homology model failed to give the correct binding pose as the root mean square deviation fell to >2Å even
with similar sequence and folding. Therefore, 6CM4 should be used for virtual screening instead of the homology
model. The virtual screening protocol validation of 6CM4 was performed by PLANTS followed by Pyplif filtering.
The protocol was able to give EF1% value of 6.238, which was better than the EF1% value of protein dopamine D3
receptor that shared >80% similarity with dopamine D2 receptor. Similarity between the docking pose and the actual
pose is considered important to obtain better predictivity.
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INTRODUCTION
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest
group of membrane receptors and commonly found in many
organisms, such as human. GPCRs regulate many signaling
systems and physiological processes in human body. Therefore,
GPCRs comprise the largest family of individual drug targets,
accounting for approximately 19% of the established drug-targeted
portions of the genome (Rask-Andersen et al., 2014). According
to the global market share of therapeutic drugs, GPCRs-targeted
drugs are reported to have approximately 27% market share of the
total products (Hauser et al., 2018).
Dopamine receptor is one of GPCRs which has been
targeted for drug development. There are many pharmacological
disorders and conditions which are related to dopamine receptor,
such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
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schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, bipolar disorder, depression,
restless leg syndrome, hyperprolactinemia, pituitary tumors,
hypertension, gastroparesis, nausea, and erectile dysfunction
(Beaulieu and Gainetdinov, 2011; Iversen and Iversen, 2007).
After the discovery of dopamine as a putative independent
neurotransmitter in the nervous system more than 50 years ago,
research related to dopamine indexed by Pubmed was found
to reach more than 100,000 published papers (Björklund and
Dunnet, 2007). Also, the dopaminergic research has become one
of the main focuses in modern biological psychiatry (Iversen and
Iversen, 2007). For example, the relationship between dopamine
and schizophrenia has been explained comprehensively by Howes
and Nour (2016) and their finding was further improved recently
(Nour et al., 2018). Another example, the role of dopamine in
addiction was also recently discussed (Caprioli et al., 2014; Nutt
et al., 2015; Solinas et al., 2018).
The dopamine receptor-related-structure-based research
had to deal with the lack of structural information about the
protein structures and their ligand complexes. Therefore, previous
research was mainly focused on the development of homology
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models of dopamine receptors protein for structure-based drug
design purpose (Platania et al., 2012). However, recent research
data were able to reveal the crystal structures of D2-like receptors
with their antagonist bound to the active sites. Chien et al., (2010),
Wang et al., (2017), and Wang et al., (2018) were able to crystallize
dopamine D3 (PDB code: 3PBL), dopamine D4 (PDB code: 5WIU),
and dopamine D2 (PDB code: 6CM4) receptors, respectively.
Previous finding of dopamine D2 receptor enabled
researchers to perform virtual screening, while the recent protein
crystal structure becomes a guide for the homology modeling of
dopamine D2 receptor. In this paper, we compare the protein of
dopamine D2 receptor homology model from GPCRdb with the recent
crystal structure of the receptor. Also, we present the virtual screening
protocol validation for the newly crystallized dopamine D2 receptor.

performed by using PLANTS v1.2 —mode screen with 50
replications for each model. The binding site coordinates and grid
box sizes were obtained from prior step. The PLANTS v.1.2 results
were then further analyzed with Pyplif v0.1.1 (Radifar et al.,
2013) to see the interaction fingerprinting between risperidone and
amino acid residues after being redocked.
Molecular docking with PLANTS v1.2 resulted in 50
binding poses for each replication. The binding pose which gave
the best ChemPLP score was extracted and compared to the actual
pose from 6CM4. The actual pose from 6CM4 was also compared
to the binding pose which exhibited the best TcPlif score according
to Pyplif. Visualization and RMSD calculation was performed in
Pymol v2.10.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virtual screening validation was performed by PLANTS
v1.2. GPCR Decoy Database (GDD) and GPCR ligand database
for dopamine D2 receptor antagonist were obtained from Cavasotto
Lab (Gatica and Cavasotto, 2012). Preparation of ligand set (529
compounds) and decoy set (20631 compounds) were performed
by Open-Babel v2.31 (O'Boyle et al., 2011) and SPORES v1.3—
mode reprot. For each compound, 50 binding poses were generated
with five replications. Further filtering system was performed
with Pyplif v0.1.1., which produce the Tanimoto Coefficient
(TcPlif) score. PLANTSactiveSiteResidues.mol2 was used as a
substitution for the whole protein in Pyplif calculation. Following
analysis using Pyplif, binding pose of each compound was sorted
according to TcPlif score. Binding pose with the best TcPlif score
was extracted and EF1% was calculated based on ChemPLP score.

Comparing the full structure of proteins
Homology model of inactive state dopamine D2 receptor
was retrieved from GPCRdb at www.gpcrdb.org (Pándy-Szekeres
et al., 2017). X-ray crystal structure of dopamine D2 receptor
[PDB code: 6CM4 (human dopamine D2 receptor in complex with
risperidone)] was obtained from Protein Data Bank at www.rcsb.org
(Berman et al., 2000). Homology model of dopamine D2 receptor was
converted into FASTA format by using Advanced Protein Sequence
Converter (APSC). The FASTA format was submitted to the Basic
Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) protein (Altschul, 1990; Gish
and States, 1993) to perform sequence similarity with 6CM4.
To obtain the deviation of atom distance between the
homology model and the X-ray structure, alignment was performed
by using command line align in Pymol v2.10 (Schrodinger, 2018)
without further refinement. The alignment of CA atoms and
backbone atoms were also performed to obtain their root mean
square deviation (RMSD) for all regions. RMSD of full atoms,
CA atoms, and backbone atoms were also performed for aligned
regions only which were obtained from TM-align (Zhang and
Skolnick, 2005).
Comparing the binding site regions of proteins
X-ray crystal structure of dopamine D2 was separated from
their bound ligand by using SPORES v1.3—mode splitpdb (Brink
and Exner, 2009) and mol2 structures of 6CM4 and risperidone were
obtained. The binding site coordinates and the gridbox sizes were
calculated based on binding site coordinates of risperidone in 6CM4
by using PLANTS v1.2—mode bind (Korb et al., 2006). The method
also produced active site regions and active site amino acid residues
as PLANTSactiveSite.mol2 and PLANTSactiveSiteResidues.mol2,
respectively. The same procedures were applied to the aligned
homology model of dopamine D2 receptor.
PLANTSactiveSiteResidues.mol2 from homology model
and X-ray model were superimposed in Pymol v2.10. RMSD of
each residue was calculated using command rms_cur with the
assumption that atoms are stored in identical order. The visualization
and RMSD calculation were performed in Pymol v2.10.
Comparing the binding pose of risperidone in both models
Risperidone was redocked into dopamine D2 receptor
homology model and X-ray model. Molecular docking was

Virtual screening validation of 6CM4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to Wang et al., (2018), the newly crystallized
dopamine D2 receptor (PDB code: 6CM4) is a chimeric type
receptor with three thermo stabilizing mutations (I1223.40A,
L3756.37A, and L3796.41A). The receptor was found to be bound to
risperidone, an antagonist of D2 receptor, so that the protein is in
inactive state conformation.
The sequence (Fig. 1) similarity between 6CM4 and the
homology protein was 99% (with 98% coverage) and this result
was an acceptable index to comply with 30% identity-rule-ofthumb (Peterson et al., 2009). However, similarity percentage
between two proteins was not conclusive to show whether they are
homologues. Instead, E-value and bit scores are more sensitive and
reliable than percent identity for interfering homology (Pearson,
2013). The lower the E-value, the better the hit significance
(E-value for same proteins is 0.0). On the other hand, higher bit
score (>50) represents better alignment (Madden, 2013). NCBI
BLASTP result of 6CM4 and the homology protein was 1e-128
and 548 for E-value and bit score, respectively. Therefore, it can
be concluded that both proteins are homologue.
Alignment of 6CM4 and homologous protein was
performed with Pymol (Fig. 2). RMSD value for all atoms, C-alpha
atoms and backbone atoms in the protein structure were found to
be less than 3Å after being superimposed (Table 1). Even after
recalculation using the aligned region only (Xu and Zhang, 2010;
Zhang and Skolnick, 2004), the RMSD were still >2 Å. However, an
RMSD value of less than 3Å for homology model is still considered
to be high quality (Rayan, 2009; Reva, 1998; Xie et al., 2017).
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Figure 1. The sequence of dopamine D2 receptor homology model and X-ray crystallography model.

Figure 2. Superimposed structure of all regions and aligned regions which involves full atoms and CA atoms only.

The main problem with RMSD value is that the size
of the protein has become a dependent variable for RMSD
distribution (Kufareva and Abagyan, 2012). Therefore, it
affects the similarity between proteins (Pascual-Garcia
et al., 2010). To overcome the drawback of RMSD dependency
towards the protein size, TM-score was developed (Zhang
and Skolnick, 2004). In this experiment, the TM-score of
6CM4 and the homology structure was found to be 0.60846

so that both of them were found in about the same fold
(Zhang and Skolnick, 2005).
As the binding site is an important part in molecular
docking, comparison of binding site residues were also performed.
The binding site residue was generated by PLANTS (Korb et al.,
2006) from the 6CM4 and the coordinates were used as a binding
site. According to Wang et al., (2018), there are eight residues
(Asp-114, Thr119, Phe-198, Phe-382, Trp-386, Phe-389, Thr-412,
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and Tyr-416) which affect the affinity of risperidone when they
were mutated (Fig. 3). Homology model of dopamine D2 receptor
is able to present those essential residues with RMSD < 2 Å.
The most essential residue for antagonist binding was
Asp-114 which forms a hydrogen bonding with amino group in
ligand (Ekhteiari Salmas et al., 2017; Kalani et al., 2004). The
distance difference between ASP-114 in 6CM4 and the homology
protein was 0.720Å. In addition, according to Kalani et al., (2004),
risperidone antagonist will bind to the other essential residue
which is Ser-197 and both proteins were able to conserve the
residue within the binding site (0.864 Å apart).
There were two residues in homology protein which fall
into >2 Å difference with the X-ray structure, which were Trp-100
and Tyr-408 with 6.296 and 2.837 Å distance, respectively. Tyr-408
was facing deeper into the binding site on the homology structure,
while Trp-100 was facing more to the outside of the binding site.
Redocking of risperidone on 6CM4 and homology
protein was performed by using the binding site coordinates from
6CM4 crystal structure. The re-docking system in both proteins
failed to obtain RMSD < 2 Å when ChemPLP score was designated
Table 1. RMSD value of dopamine D2 receptor when superimposed to the
X-ray crystallography model.
RMSD (Å)
All atoms

Calpha atoms

Backbone atoms

All regions

2.708

2.394

2.372

Aligned regions

2.480

2.190

2.160

as a filtering system (Fig. 4). There was only 28% of the binding
pose from 6CM4 which gave RMSD <2 Å and 100% of the binding
pose from homology model fell with RMSD > 2 Å. Therefore, the
binding pose was re-picked according to the TcPlif score which
was obtained from Pyplif v.1.1. Pyplif is a python-based open
source to analyze the interaction fingerprinting (IFP) between
ligand and amino acid residues. This program generates IFP as a
bit string value and the similarity of the binding pose is compared
to the reference as a Tanimoto Coefficient (TcPlif) score.
The use of TcPlif as a filtering system for redocking step
resulted in different RMSD for 6CM4. It can be seen that binding
poses selected according to TcPlif score were able to give RMSD <2
Å for all binding poses (100%). However, TcPlif score was not able
to generate better poses for homology model, as 100% of RMSD
is still more than 2 Å. Tyr-408, which faces deeper into the binding
site, plays an important role against the difference pose between the
actual pose of risperidone and redocking pose in homology protein.
Because homology model of dopamine D2 receptor failed
to give the correct binding pose, virtual screening protocol validation
was performed for 6CM4. The retrospective validation was performed
to 529 ligands and 20,631 decoys. The parameter of retrospective
validation is EF1% value which represents the early enrichment of the
protocols (Jain and Nicholls, 2008). The better the EF1% value, the
better the protocol predictivity for ligand identification. The protocol
was developed according to the redocking step and EF1% value was
calculated based on TcPlif-ChemPLP score. The protocol gave EF1%
value of 6.238 with ChemPLP cutoff of −118.0. The EF1% value was
slightly better when it was compared to the EF1% value of protein

Figure 3. Amino acid residues which forms binding site region. Red color represents the homology model and green color
represents 6CM4.
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Figure 4. RMSD value of risperidone after redocking in (a) homology protein and (b) 6CM4.

dopamine D3 receptor (4.4) which shared more than 80% similarity
to the dopamine D2 receptor.
CONCLUSION
The homology model of dopamine D2 receptor was able
to share similar sequence and folding to the recent crystallized
structure. However, it fails to give the correct binding pose of
co-crystal ligand. Since the similarity between the docking pose
and the actual pose is considered as an important parameter to

obtain better predictivity, the incapability of the homology model
to predict the correct binding pose will produce a bias result when it
is used for the development of bioactive agents. Therefore, the use
of recent crystallized dopamine D2 receptor (PDB code: 6CM4) is
recommended for virtual screening. Also, the EF1% value of recent
crystallized dopamine D2 receptor, which is better than dopamine
D3 receptor, can be a reasonable reason for choosing 6CM4 as
a protein model in developing bioactive agents for dopamine D2
receptor antagonists.
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